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       1200 Wilmette Avenue 

     WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 
           

         
MINUTES OF THE COMMITTEE-OF-THE-WHOLE MEETING OF THE 

PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF 
WILMETTE HELD ON MONDAY, JUNE 26, 2017 AT 7:00 P.M. 

 IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS OF THE VILLAGE HALL,  
1200 WILMETTE AVENUE, WILMETTE, ILLINOIS. 

 
Members Present:   
President    Bob Bielinski 
 
Trustees   Julie Wolf 
    Daniel Sullivan 

Senta Plunkett 
    Kathy Dodd 
    Joel Kurzman 
    Stephen M. Leonard   
 
Staff Present:  Timothy Frenzer, Village Manager 
    Michael Braiman, Assistant Village Manager 
    Brigitte Berger-Raish, Director of Engineering & Public Works 
I. Call to Order 

 
President Bielinski called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  
 

II. Presentation of Stormwater Value-Engineering Study  
 
Brigitte Berger-Raish, Director of Engineering & Public Works, reviewed a 
power point presentation noting the two storm sewer systems east and west 
of Ridge Road and the difference between sanitary and storm sewers.  She 
said the definitions of a 10-year storm is approximately 2.1” of rain in 1 hour 
and a 100-year storm is approximately 3.5” of rain in 1 hour.  The Village 
has had five storms that have exceeded the 10-year storm in the last 10 
years, which is quite significant. 
 
There are many reasons for homes to flood which are sanitary backups, 
foundation seepage, overland flooding, window wells, basement doors, 
depressed garages and sump pump failure.  It is important for residents to 
identify why their homes flood. The Village website has a Resident 
Assistance Program where the Village has vetted several engineering firms 
who will come to a home for a fixed price and do a flood assessment of the 
property. 
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 Since 1990, the Village has invested $78 million in sewer improvements for 
 combined and separate sewers across the entire Village. Due to several 
 large  storms in the last 10 years, the Village Board chose to address the 
 sanitary sewer problem west of Ridge Road and spent $26 million dollars 
 on the system west of Ridge Road. She noted the biggest project was the 
 West  Park Sanitary Sewer Reservoir that cost $18 million and has 
 performed well. In 2013 the Village hired Christopher B. Burke Engineering 
 Ltd. (CBBEL) to perform a comprehensive study of the separate storm 
 sewers west of Ridge Road. The reason for the wide spread flooding 
 problem west of Ridge Road is that the area is highly developed and 
 designed without any storm water management, there is limited open space 
 and there is not enough sewer capacity. The Village Staff held 
 neighborhood meetings to talk to  residents who experienced flooding. 
 Staff supplied aerial maps so residents could identify how high the flood 
 waters were on their property to develop flood inundation maps to compare
  and found there was very good data to work with.  The Municipal Services 
 Committee (MSC) held many meetings  and set a target performance 
 standard for what we would design to.  At the  time, the MSC said if we 
 were building a brand new subdivision somewhere, what would the design 
 standard be and developed the system to a 10-year storm.  The process 
 continued through 2015 and 2016 with numerous meetings to review nine 
 different project alternatives and MSC concurred that building 44,000 feet 
 of new  relief sewers (Alternative 1) was the most logical alternative. The 
 Village Board then held meetings and decided due to the significance of the 
 project and the cost, that they would like to have a second opinion.  Tonight, 
 the Village Board will discuss the Value Engineering Study that reviewed 
 the CBBEL report.  
 
 Ms. Berger-Raish said the benefits of Alternative 1 are: 

 10 year storm protection for all properties west of Ridge Road 

 Significant reduction in street flooding duration during 100-year 
storms 

 Reduced surcharging of sanitary sewers 

 Less foundation seepage 
 
 Ms. Berger-Raish said the challenges of Alternative 1 are: 

 The high cost: $80-95 million (2017 dollars) 

 Need a funding source 

 High impact – difficult to construct 

 Does not protect from all storm events as 43% of properties would 
still experience some flooding during a 100-year storm 
 

 Ms. Berger-Raish said given the high cost and challenge of the project, the 
 Village Board determined that a second opinion was necessary.  The results 
 that Stantec will show is that if our goal is to keep water off our streets for a 
 10-year storm, Alternative 1 is the right project.  The results will also show 
 that the cost range could go up to $95 million. 
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 Joe Johnson, Vice-President and Principal Engineer with Stantec, reviewed 
 a power point presentation (attached).  Mr. Johnson reviewed the 
 topography map of the west side of Wilmette noting that it relies entirely on 
 man-made infrastructure for its drainage system.  
 
 Mr. Johnson reviewed their scope of work, noting there were six phases: 
 Phase One 

 Were the data used accurate/reliable?  Yes  

 Were analysis assumptions/approach appropriate? Yes  
 Phase Two 

 Were reasonable alternatives considered?  Yes 

 Did the evaluation use the right criteria? Yes 
 Phase Three 

 Does the current estimate represent likely costs?  

  Have major cost risk factors been assessed? 
 Phase Four 

 Is the current project the “right” project?   

 Does the Village have the information needed to confidently plan 
next steps? 

 Phase Five 

 What refinements could be made to potentially reduce the cost of the 
proposed project? 

 Phase Six 

 Presentation of potential project refinements 
 
Mr. Johnson said the concept check/design review confirms that Alternative 

 1 is appropriate to meet the 10-year level of service standard. He noted that 
 the analysis shows no significant impact on downstream flood levels for the 
 existing and proposed Wilmette systems. 

 
President Bielinski asked for clarification regarding the pumping station not 

 increasing the rate that water goes out.  He believed that one of the issues 
 was that the pipes did not get the water to the pumping station fast enough 
 to fully utilize the pumping stations. 

 
Mr. Johnson said that is correct so the project involves increasing the 

 capacity of the trunk sewers to get the water to the pumping station. Under 
 current conditions, the pumping station may pump at its rated capacity for 
 a short period of time but then it is restrained because the water cannot get 
 there fast enough. 

 
Mr. Johnson said the appropriate evaluation was done by CBBEL in the 
alternative review, reasonable alternatives were considered and the 
evaluation used the right criteria. He reviewed the project cost progression, 
the AACE Estimate Classification Matrix, the Independent Cost Review and 
the different construction cost comparisons. He noted that CBBEL’s project 
cost was estimated at $79.9 million and their estimated cost is $95 million. 
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He said the cost review phase of the project is challenging for communities 
and engineers as it is difficult to precisely predict the cost in the early stages 
of a proposed project.  

       
 Trustee Kurzman asked if there was a way to lower the costs being 
 projected by Stantec. 
 
 Mr. Johnson said there is a standardized procedure for value engineering 
 by which projects go through a value engineering process which reviews 
 and exhausts ideas to drive the costs down.  
 
 Trustee Leonard asked if the Board were to proceed at this time, how long 
 would it be approximately before the project could begin. 
 
 Mr. Johnson said there would be a preliminary design, final design, the bid 
 of the project which would be approximately two and a half to three years. 
 
 Trustee Leonard said should the Village Board then be considering 2020 
 dollars for the project. 
 
 Mr. Johnson said yes, the Village Board should be considering the cost 
 three years from now for construction and materials. 
 
 Trustee Wolf asked how the decision would be made to phase the project. 
 
 Mr. Johnson said the phases would be discussed with the Village regarding 
 whether there is a competitive advantage to breaking the package up into 
 a size where more contractors can bid and what is the tolerance in the 
 community for disruption. 
 
 Mr. Johnson summarized the key findings: 

 Conceptual design is appropriate 

 Quantities estimated are generally reasonable 

 Final project cost will depend on details yet to be developed  

 20% contingency appropriate at this stage of design 

 Next steps in project development can be tailored to manage risk 
related to cost uncertainty 

 
 President Bielinski asked if there was anyone present to address the Village 
 Board. 
 
 Michael Gordon, Central Avenue said he has been a resident of Wilmette 
 for 47 years and has had seven floods from the sanitary sewer into his 
 home. He hopes the proposed project will address his issue as the 
 intersection of Central and Lamon floods during heavy rains. 
 
 Ms. Berger-Raish said the proposed project is for overland flooding not 
 sanitary sewer back-ups.  Staff is continuing with I & I removal in the sanitary 
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 system to make the West Park Project even more effective but she cannot 
 guarantee that there will never be another sanitary back-up.  
 
 Mark Schoenfield, Wilshire Drive, said from a project management 
 standpoint, he believes the Village is missing two critical numbers tonight; 
 what is the cost of the preliminary engineering and what is the cost of the 
 detailed engineering. 
  
 Ms. Berger-Raish said the Capital Improvement Program for the Relief 
 Sewer Project has a proposal of $2.5 million in 2018 to take it through the 
 first phase of engineering which includes up to 30% design including 
 permitting and coordination meetings and then another $2 million to get the 
 project out to bid. 
 
 Karlene McAllester, 323 Wilshire Drive, said she would like to remind 
 everyone of the cost of flooding noting that the average cost in Cook County 
 to repair damage to a home after a flood is $7,769.00.  She said she had a 
 lot of confidence in the engineers while reading the report.  She said it is 
 unnerving that we have had so many 10-year storms in the last 5 years.  
 She realizes that the price is high and asked if staff or the Village Board had 
 any other funding sources from other government entities. 
 

Ms. Berger-Raish said the Village has a good relationship with the 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (MWRD) and has met with them 
several times regarding the stormwater project and they are very receptive 
to helping the Village with funding. We are not at the point where they can 
give us a hard number at this stage but staff is confident that they can work 
with them to receive some funding. The reality is that Wilmette would have 
to compete with other municipalities and their stormwater projects. 
 
Bob Davis, 227 Kilpatrick, said the Village has not been able to share the 
model with the public so he asked about the surge during a storm and when 
the system surcharges and adds water on the street.  He also asked what 
the effect of all the water is going into the Harms Basin, has that been 
modeled and what does that say about building localized tanks and could 
that project be started faster.   He asked if there had been any effect on 
Kilpatrick from the West Park Project as there seemed to be less water from 
the July 2016 storm. 
 
Trustee Kurzman said when he hears that the stormwater seemed to do 
better during the 2016 storm event it makes him wonder if that is the reason 
why other residents had sanitary back up.  He is concerned how stormwater 
finds its way into the West Park facility, it is designed for sanitary and should 
be for sanitary water.  He supports the Village’s efforts to address I & I and 
he believes the Village needs to aspire to have a separate sewer system. 
 
Mr. Johnson said in addressing Mr. Davis’ question, there has not been 
modeling of the storm sewer system and sanitary system together in the 
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inter-action, however, the model of the storm sewer system that’s used was 
calibrated against some events. One of the things that they did find is that 
the storm sewer has two branches and depending on how a storm hits 
Wilmette, it is possible that a storm can hit more to the north or south of 
Wilmette but if the peak of flow is different, then the system can 
accommodate more of the water flow. 
 
Mike Young, RJN Consultants, said they looked at the proposed storm 
water project and how it could impact sanitary flows during a storm event. 
Generally, he said a 10-20% flow reduction on the sanitary sewer system 
could be anticipated. This results in an estimated 30% reduction of back-
ups on the sanitary side just from the proposed stormwater project.    
 
President Bielinski said when Mr. Young says 30%, is that the number of 
back-ups or reduction of flow. 
 
Mr. Young said it is the number of back-ups on a 10-year event.  When they 
put in the West Park Storage Facility, it got them closer to a 10-year event.   
 
Trustee Kurzman said he wanted to be clear that West Park storage was 
designed for sanitary not stormwater. 
 
President Bielinski said the West Park Storage Facility is about storing 
stormwater that finds its way into the sanitary system and it is better being 
stored in West Park rather than in someone’s basement. 
 
Mr. Young said sewers are really sized to get more than ten times the dry 
weather flow, so if we get the I & I down, that may help with that. During the 
July storm event, the tank did fill about 70% of the way up but there were 
still some back-ups because it is still limited by the capacity of the sewers 
to convey the flow to the tank itself.  
  
Trustee Kurzman said with the West Park facility there seems to be an 
unexpected, redistributive aspect to it where residents who never 
experienced sanitary back up before, experienced sanitary back-up and 
others were alleviated.  He believes it is in our best interest to try to keep 
our sewer system as separated as possible. There are things we have not 
fully understood about the West Park Project as there are some residents 
who are backing up now but not before the project was built. 
 
Mr. Hammon, Ouilmette Lane, said he believes the biggest issue will be the 
cost of the project and he is concerned about that.  He said if staff has 30% 
of the drawings then they should bid out the prices for the project from 
contractors. 
 
Trustee Leonard asked how a contractor’s estimate is different than an 
engineer’s estimate. 
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Mr. Hammon said there is a saying in the business that “the engineers 
estimate is always the low bid”.  He has been in the contracting business 
for over 50 years and underground construction is probably the most risky. 
He believes contractors have a better idea of the cost. He honestly does not 
believe the price would go down from the lower estimate of $78 million. 
 
John Henrick, Thelin Court, said he has lived there for 47 years and the 
Village has not fixed the problem. He believes the Village should stop 
building as there is no open land and no place for the water to go. He asked 
the Village Board to make an effort to fix the flooding problems. 
 
President Bielinski said on new construction projects there are stormwater 
retention regulations and believes that none of those projects should have 
added stormwater to the system. 
 
Ms. Berger-Raish said if you are converting pervious coverage to 
impervious, you create additional volume but the difference is the 
developments accommodate that through detention and storage. They 
release it at a controlled rate so the downstream flow is not impacted by the 
new development.  
 
President Bielinski noted there are also stormwater requirements from 
MWRD for new developments. 
 
Trustee Kurzman said he believes that land use is a piece of the multi-
faceted problem. If there are two big complaints about the proposed project, 
it costs too much and it does not do enough.  Any new development west 
of Ridge Road needs to be reviewed by the Village Board and dialed back 
where possible. 
 
President Bielinski clarified his statement, which Ms. Berger-Raish 
confirmed, was that new projects should not make the stormwater issues 
worse, they should make them better given MWRD and the Village 
regulations. 
 
Ms. Berger-Raish said when you look at the spectrum for what we can do, 
we are off the charts because we have a moratorium on clean water 
connections into the storm sewer. Homeowners cannot tie any new clean 
water into the storm sewer.  We are part of MWRD’s system so any 
developments have to go through MWRD for a permit and the Village 
requires restrictors so water cannot be pushed into our system to 
exacerbate the flooding problems. 
 
Wendy Schultz, Beechwood Avenue, said she believes the decision in front 
of the Village Board is whether or not to move forward with the Stantec 
process and move into the final phases which include value engineering. 
Clearly from everyone who has spoken tonight, the issue of 
stormwater/sanitary sewers is complicated and multi-faceted. The studies 
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that have been done so far seem like they are in a tolerance level that is 
expected and to move forward with value engineering to possibly bring 
down the $95 million, she would like to see that happen.  If they are two to 
three years out from breaking ground, that is a very long time to wait when 
residents are receiving rain events that exceed the capacity of the current 
system. She would like to continue to move to the next steps. 
 
Mr. Davis said the reason he was thinking about the West Park project was 
that as you transfer the water into West Park, you allow the limited capacity 
of the sanitary sewer that runs under Kilpatrick to transport more water out 
of the area. He wonders if what is in the water modeling is right. He asked 
if it would be possible for residents to view the water modeling to better 
understand what the engineers are saying. 
 
Deborah Shore, Commissioner with the Metropolitan Water Reclamation 
District (MWRD), said she is aware of the challenges that Wilmette has 
faced for many years.  The MWRD hopes to be a collaborative and helpful 
partner. The project that has been mentioned is not ready to bring to MWRD 
to ask for funding. The Watershed Management Ordinance that was 
adopted several years ago, only applies to development and re-
development on parcels of a certain size.  The MWRD has had a proposal 
in Springfield twice to give MWRD the authority to use their resources to get 
work done on the private laterals but they have not been able to get that 
measure passed yet but continue to work on that proposal. 
 
President Bielinski thanked Commissioner Shore for attending the meeting 
and also for partnering previously with the Green Alley Program. 
 
President Bielinski noted that Commissioner Shore said MWRD’s 
Watershed Ordinance only applies to development parcels of a certain size 
but Wilmette’s ordinance applies to every development. 
 
Ms. Berger-Raish said in single family development we do not allow direct 
connection of any stormwater off the site into the combined sewer system. 
She said adding a garage adds square footage and impervious surface to 
the lot but that is where the grading ordinance addresses how residents will 
manage water on the lot so they are not adversely impacting their 
neighbors. 
 
President Bielinski said one of the residents referred to local neighborhood 
storage projects.  He noted that CBBEL did propose Alternative 3 which 
was local storage projects which was not as effective and the cost was 
higher per structure. 
 
Darren Olson, CBBEL, said he was the Project Manager for the previous 
project and said they did review Alternative 3 which could help in certain 
neighborhoods but they could not capture all of the Village west of Ridge 
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Road and get everyone’s level of protection to the 10-year level of 
protection.  
 
Trustee Plunkett asked if there was a storage tank installed in Thornwood 
Park, how would that compare with Alternative 1. 
 
Mr. Olson said for that neighborhood, they could get a comparable level for 
a 10-year event but when they started looking at events greater than a  
10-year event, Alternative 1 is still a superior solution for all neighborhoods. 
 
Trustee Wolf said one of the significant things that made the Municipal 
Services Committee think that Alternative 3 was not as good was that West 
Park turned out wonderfully but it took an exceptional amount of 
communication with the Park District.  It would be a lot to expect that 
experience would happen at every single community area.  There was also 
a desire to have artificial turf surface at West Park for soccer and baseball 
games, she does not believe there is the same thought for Thornwood Park 
as it would change the character of the neighborhood significantly.  She said 
Alternative 1 seems to cover the whole Village, is less cost per structure 
and solves much more of the problems; it came out above the other 
alternatives for those reasons.   
 
President Bielinski said the alternatives are worth reviewing as the feedback 
the Trustees have received is that Alternative 1 is very expensive.  He noted 
that Alternative 2 is not a plan anyone was interested in and he believes it 
is worth reviewing Alternative 3 at this time.  
 
Mr. Olson said the cost of Alternative 3 would go up if you take parts of 
Alternative 1 and add to it.  
 
Trustee Dodd said if you look at the cost of Alternative 1 and divide that by 
1400 parcels of land, the cost is $66,000 per home. She asked if they could 
come up with a mixture of alternatives to address a smaller percentage of 
flooding in the more intense areas. 
 
Mr. Olson said for Alternative 1, the constraints are that they must take the 
water from Kenilworth Gardens several miles to the pump station which 
brings up the cost. 
 
Trustee Plunkett said the residents in Kenilworth Gardens are concerned 
that if Alternative 1 is built, they are the last to be connected.  If the project 
is not going to be started for two to three years, they will not be connected 
for six to seven years.  She asked if the most expensive part of Alternative 
1 is Kenilworth Gardens, could you exclude that area and build them their 
own retention area. Would we be able to save money by doing that and 
relieve Kenilworth Garden residents from their flooding issues. 
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Ms. Berger-Raish asked Mr. Johnson to talk about another idea that staff 
had. 
 
Mr. Johnson said Ms. Berger-Raish asked them if there was a prioritization 
or a break point in the cost structure.  He said they were asked to review 
the plans and see if they were able to differentiate between the flooding that 
goes on in the area.  He said the answer is no as there are segments in 
each of the problem areas that are worse in each area.  He said Kenilworth 
Gardens is part of a different watershed than the west side. He said the 
question came up whether there is potential for a regional project to relieve 
the Kenilworth Gardens area.  He said it would be very expensive and would 
potentially be cost sharing with other regions.  He said it would be starting 
over with talks with different agencies. 
 
President Bielinski asked if it would be possible and cheaper to run a direct 
pipe from the Glenview storm sewers assuming Glenview would allow it. 
 
Mr. Johnson said CBBEL contacted Glenview and it became clear that it 
was not a feasible alternative to run pipe along Glenview storm sewers. 
  

          Trustee Plunkett asked if it was feasible to just store water in Kenilworth 
          Gardens at Thornwood Park for that neighborhood and stopping the    
          construction short of Kenilworth Gardens. 
 
 Trustee Dodd said she agreed with Trustee Plunkett and would even ask to 
 take it farther to Iroquois Road. 
 
 Mr. Johnson said Alternative 3 would bring the flood level down for a  
 10-year event but only a very small reduction for a 100-year event because 
 the underground reservoirs in the area have a finite capacity and when they 
 are filled, there is no benefit after that. 
 
 Ms. Berger-Raish said if there are back to back storms and the system has 
 not drained, then the detention is of no benefit to the area. 
 
 Mr. Frenzer noted that there have been many storm events that have been 
 back to back in the past 10 years. 
 
 President Bielinski asked what the cost is for Alternative 3. 
 
 Mr. Johnson said Alternative 3 was approximately $45 million in 2015 
 dollars. They targeted three areas and each one was a similar sized 
 reservoir underground, so each would be about $15 million. 
 
 Trustee Plunkett asked how much they would save for Alternative 1 if they 
 did not have to take the pipes all the way to Kenilworth Gardens. 
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 Mr. Olson said the total of the six areas of Alternative 1 is $95 million, if 
 you take the pipes out of the Lake, Hunter and Kenilworth Gardens area, 
 you will save approximately $15.6 million.  
 
 Trustee Wolf asked if there is an additional cost for Stantec to continue, 
 what the next step with them includes and how long it will take.  
 
 Mr. Johnson said Phase 4 & 5, the Value Engineering Analysis and final 
 report, would take approximately four to five weeks and the cost is  
 included in the initial contract. 
 
 Trustee Wolf asked when the project would start and how would they 
 budget for it. 
 
 President Bielinski said if the Board chooses to go ahead, they would 
 phase the project so they would have a better idea of cost to go to bond. 
 
 Trustee Wolf said the timeline seems to be another four to six weeks to 
 finish the value-engineering study and then approximately another year for 
 30% engineering to determine a better cost estimate. 
 
 Trustee Kurzman asked how Mr. Johnson felt the review this evening had 
 gone and whether he thought it was fair. He asked whether the Village 
 Board is doing service to west Wilmette by looking at a $95 million project.  
 
 Mr. Johnson said he appreciates the level of detail that Stantec went into 
 in their preparation and they are happy that the engineers are in 
 agreement with methodology. He said they have spent a lot of time and 
 energy with three contractors for costs and they believe the estimates they 
 gave were reasonable. They have completed two big pipe projects in the 
 past two years so they have a level of confidence in what they have 
 provided to the Village Board.  
 
 Trustee Kurzman asked if the firm has a track record of being above or 
 below in projects. 

  
 Mr. Johnson said timing has a lot to do with the bidding process and he  
 believes they have been right at the number, maybe a little bit above.   
 
 Trustee Dodd asked why CBBEL would not do the last phase of this 
 project. 
 
 Ms. Berger-Raish said the reason is that it is part of Stantec’s contract, not 
 CBBEL’s contract. 
 
 Trustee Leonard asked what the procedure is regarding the project.  Does 
 the Village Board move ahead with whatever the project costs or do they 
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 have a responsibility to set some standards regarding structures and 
 prices moving forward. 
 
 Trustee Kurzman said he believed the process led with the vision for  
 10-year flood protection for all residents of Wilmette. He likes the line of 
 reasoning that was shared by a resident that talked about the cost of not 
 doing anything and he also believes the cost should be considered of what 
 has been garnered by way of revenue from the development that has 
 been made and put the Village in this predicament. The vision came from 
 the Engineering Department that the baseline of 10-year flood protection 
 was just appropriate for residents that pay their taxes and other fees. He 
 believes that should be the Village Board’s guidance.   
 
 Trustee Plunkett said in reviewing the cost numbers of the project per 
 residence, you also  have to consider the issue affecting more residents 
 trying to get to their homes through flooded streets. 
 
 Trustee Kurzman said using cost per structure is only marginally helpful as 
 residents’ homes are affected well before flooding reaches one foot below 
 the highest elevation of the property.  He believes further education of the 
 public is required to make sure they understand the benefit of any given 
 project.  
 
 Trustee Dodd said this will be the largest project we have taken on as a 
 Village and it is our responsibility as the Village Board to understand the 
 extent and how much we think is too much. She said the Village Board 
 has already agreed to spend the money on a value engineering study and 
 it will help us understand the true cost.  She would be in favor of Stantec 
 completing the study and at the same time, the Village Board should be 
 discussing how much is too much and how to make a decision. 
  
 President Bielinski noted there was agreement among the Village Board to 
 have Stantec finish the value engineering study. He asked what the next 
 decision would be after the study is complete. 
 
 Ms. Berger-Raish said she would have to look to the engineers to see if 
 they would do another layer of investigation with soil information, take it to 
 10% design, and determine alignment.  
 
 Trustee Sullivan said at that point, he would also appreciate input from the 
 Finance Director regarding how to finance the project. 
  
           President Bielinski said when the consultant comes back to present the                                         
           value engineering study, we will also have to discuss the cost and let the     
           community know to solicit opinion. 
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           Mr. Johnson said he would ask that the Village Board allow them to                   
           answer those questions as part of the value engineering study. The next 
 logical, traditional step after that would be to go to preliminary design and  
 prepare 30% design but he would like to answer that question as part of 
 the value engineering study to be presented at the next meeting.  
 
 Trustee Wolf said she would also be interested in some idea of how the 
 phasing of the project would work to help with financing and timing of the 
 project. 
 
 President Bielinski said the next meeting of the presentation of the value 
 engineering report will help the Village Board to make a decision and also 
 keep residents informed of what decisions the Village Board will make. 

 
III. Adjournment 

 
Trustee Sullivan moved to adjourn the meeting at 10:43 p.m., seconded by 
Trustee Wolf. There was no further discussion on the motion. All voted aye, 
the motion carried. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Barbara Hirsch 
Deputy Village Clerk 
 




































































































